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A DESIGN STUDY OF A 1OO MeV RACE-TRACK MICROTRON/PULSE-

STRETChER ACCELERATOR SYSTEM

Rune Alvinsson 1) and Mikael Eriksson

Department of Physics, University of Lund

Sölvoeatan ' 1*t, S-223 62 LUND, Sweden

Abstract

A proposed design of an accelerator system with large

duty-factor is described. The system is composed of a

race-track microtron and a pulse-stretcher. The maximum

particle energy is 100 MeV and the beam current is esti-

mated to be up to 10 yA within - 100 keV. The intended

use is mainly for nuclear physics experiments with high

precision, where the combination of large mean current

and limited pulse intensity is essential.

Key-words: Microtron, Pulse-stretcher- Accelerator, High

duty-cycle, High duty-factor
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Historical notes

In 1972 it became clear to the Department of Physics of Lund

University that fundings of research that used the Lund 1.2

GeV electron synchrotron would gradually terminate. Possibilities

to build a more up-to-date accelerator for Lund had already

been considered for some time to meet the gradually changing

needs of the physicists.

To the elementary pai'ticle physicists at Lund CERN offered

much more powerful experimental facilities, and the workers

in that field had in fact already abandoned the Lund syn-

chrotron. It was obvious that it was not possible to im-

prove the existing machine to such extent that it would a-

Rain become interesting to these scientists, and building

a new machine able to compete with the very-high energy

machines abroad would ba ar beyond the economical resources

of a small country.

To the nuclear structure researchers the synchrotron was

still usable, but it was clear that its continuous brems-

strahlung spectrum would in the long run become a serious

obstacle to a widened research in that field. As it had been

shown in a study by one of the authors of this work (R.A.),

the electron beam could have been extracted from the syn-

chrotron at a very modest cost, thereby - using a tagging

device - supplying experimenters with photons with defined

energies. (By photon tagging one means a detector set-up

where the energy of bremsstrahlung photons is determined as

the difference between the energy of an incident, essen-

tially monoenergetic, electron beam and the energy of the

particular electron which produced each photon. A coinci-

dence circuit is used to identify the electron as the origin

of tho photon. Thus an interacting photon is automatically

"tagged" with its energy). The tagging principle, however,

requires that tie incident electron's energy is well defined,

a condition that would not have been satisfactorily fulfilled

by the synchrotron. In addition to this, the synchrotron's

average intensity was Judged to be too low for its extracted

electron beam to become a versatile research tool.



Hy t lint time, a project liail boon started at the lioyal Insti-

tiito of Technology, Stockholm (RIT) , under the leadership of

Olio Kornholm, which aimed at building a race-track microtron

with a maximum output energy of 50 MeV. The calculated per-

formance was such that, if the energy could be raised to about

1OO MeV, this type of machine would be ideal for future nuc-

lear structure research in the giant resonance region based

on the tradition at Lund - except for one important feature:

inherent in the HIT design was the production of short, intense

bursts of electrons, i.e. a very low duty-factor, while the

detector equipment for nuclear physics experiments requires

a large duty-factor to be able to fully utilize a high ave-

rage intensity.

Thus, though very attractive due to its excellent energy re-

solution, its relatively low cost, and, not least important,

due to the fact that valuable experience could be gained from

the RIT work, the microtron could still not be utilized in

proportion to its capacity unless its pulse duration could

be essentially increased. Hanson et al. (University of Illi-

nois) had reported on the development of a race-track micro-

tron with a super-conducting linac to achieve a high duty-

factor. The super-conducting technique, however, was compli-

cated and we had no experience at all in the field. Further-

more, as applied to accelerators, it had not proved very

successful so far. Trying it to overcome the duty-factor

difficulty in our case was thus not encouraging.

Though at that time we were not aware of the studies being

done abroad of so-called pulse-stretchers, we thought a

possible solution be to launch the microtron's bursts of

electrons into some kind of storage device from which a less

intense beam could then be gradually extracted during the

interval before the consecutive microtron pulse. Attempts to

find very simple methods to store the beam - within the mic-

rotron itself or in one single magnet - were quickly aban-

doned because of the difficulties to inject the beam into a

stable orbit. The considerations led, however, to a relati-

vely simple four-magnet ring structure, if one so wishes a

kind of simplified storage ring. (Normally, the distinction



between stonipp rinps and pulse-stretchers lies in that that

thp l»p;\m optics of the former is designed to make two inter-

nal beams collide at locations where their transversal exten-

sion is as small as possible, while that of pulse-stretchers

is designed to enable a very slow, controlled extraction of a

well contracted beam. Also, contrary to electron storage rings,

pulse-stretchers will as a rule not need any accelerating de-

vice to compensate for synchrotron radiation losses).

At an early stage of the design study we found that pulse-

stretchers already existed as a concept, though, to our know-

ledge, none has yet been built. The few published studies

were apparently based on a work by Laclare and others at

Saclay who, as it seemed using the experiences from large ma-

chines, had designed a split-function magnet structure, i.e.

one where each physical element has only one optical function

(bending, focusing or non-linear perturbation). Especially

if end-field effects can be neglected, or treated as simple

lenses, this has computational and control advantages in the

case of large machines with a large number of elements. Also,

manufacturing is facilitated by the fact that the bending

magnets have plane-parallel pole-pieces. On the other hand,

a split-function machine will require more floor-space than

will a combined-function machine designed to do the same job.

Since it is necessary to house the machine in an existing,

rather narrow building, we chose to combine the bending and

focusing functions in four gradient magnets and to use quadru-

poles only for tuning purposes (i.e. setting the betatron

frequencies).

In order to utilize the RIT experiences as much as possible

we decided to use the same basic design concepts as were

applied for their 50 MeV microtron. There is , however, a

number of differences between the two designs, as will be

clear from Sect. 1,

This project has at present (March 1976) not been funded.

Still, the major part of the microtron components has been

built.

Thus tho reader will find that some parts of the project have

• been subject to design in detail, or even manufacture, while



other parts have only been subject to preliminary considera-

tion. This state of affairs may seen odd for a not yet autho-

rized project. It has to do with the fact that the value of an

accelerator is strongly dependent on how soon it can become

operational compared to other machines with similar specific

performance. Therefore it is important to get the work started

as soon as possible, and as for the management there is the

problem of balancing between the wish to avoid design mistakes

and the wish to get each man in the group engaged and busy

at an early stage. The early over-all launch is the more im-

portant as the group is small and each single man's effort is

vital.



1. THE RACE-TRACK MICKOTRON

Fig. 1 shows the general design of the microtron and the co-

ordinate system used.The z-axis coincides with the linac axis,

and the origin is located at the magnet mirror. Electrons

emitted by an electron gun (eg) will be bunched and then

accelerated in the injection linac (il). The beam will then

be inflected into the microtron via a three-magnet system,which

also is energy-analyzing (im). Then the electrons are accelerated

in the microtron linac (al) and the beam will be recycled with

the aid of the two 180 bending magnets (bm). A small movable

septum magnet will deflect the electrons into an extraction

channel.

As mentioned above, a 50 MeV race-track microtron is being

built at the Royal Institute of Technology in Stockholm (RIT) '

and much of the calculations and many constructional solutions

of our design are based on the RIT work. Leaving aside egineer-

ing details, the main differences between the two accelerators

are:

i) The maximum energy of the Lund machine is 100 MeV instead

of 50. This will be achieved with 19 orbits with a reso-

nant energy gain of 5.33 MeV per transit.

II) The distance between the 180 bending magnets is 0.5 m

in the RIT machine, which is being built for industrial

and medical applications. In our case, where compactness

is not so important, the distance has been set to 1.2 m

in order to allow more space for injection, orbit correction,

extraction and a longer acceleration linac.

III) In our design, the energy of the injected beam is 5*7 MeV,

compared to direct injection from the 100 keV gun in the

RIT case, for the following reasons (see also Sect. 1.2):

i) With the parameters we have found optimal, direct

injection from the gun would require the first orbit

to pass the linac at only 20 mm distance from its

axis, which would impose severe (if not prohibiting)

restrictions on the design of the linac,

ii) With 100 keV injection, the length of the first orbit

should be adjustable to satisfy the resonant con-

dition. This could be done using a by-pass as at the
2)Illinois machine '. We have, though, found it diffi-
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cult to design a by-pass which similtaneously ful-

fills the requirements for proper length, adjustment,

focusing and a small dispersion.

iii) With the external pre-accelerator we have chosen, it

is comparatively easy to bunch the beam from the gun
«

and make the injection optics such that it has adequate

focusing properties and provides facilities for a

variable energy discrimination.

iv) By the time of this work, the RIT group has not de-

cided on any particular solution of the extraction

problem. Our design includes a system that will

make it possible to extract a beam of any energy

in the interval 5 - 1 0 0 MeV.

The coordinate system used is indicated in Fig. 1. The

z-axis coincides with the linac axis, with the origin located

at the magnetic mirror.

-L#2. ami

The first orbit in our microtron needs some special arrange-

ments for the resonant and spatial conditions to be satisfied)

If the beam from the electron gun were injected directly into

the microtron linac without any pre-acceleration, the first

orbit would be positioned only about 20 mm from the common

orbit. This distance is mostly determined by the strength of

the reversed-field at the 180 bending magnet faces, which is

determined by the requirement for vertical focusing. In our

case the beam would not be able to pass the linac at this

distance. This problem can be solved in several ways; at

KIT n 'io1;' is bored through the linac for the first orbit,
3)at Berkeley^' , a pre-accelerator linac is proposed, and at

2)
Illinois ' a by-pass system has been developed in which the

orbit length is adjustable to satisfy the resonant condition.

In our case a by-pass system is difficult to design, partly

because the distance between the first and the common orbit

is so small.

In an ideal machine where the orbits form perfect semi-

circles in the 180 bending magnets, the energy and phase

relations can be approximated by (not for the first orbit,

however):



E. = E + E cosu.K+i K max k

''k =

whore E m a x is the maximum attainable energy gain

k is the orbit number , /j =v/c

E is the resonant energy gain

X = c/r, r is the RF frequency

L is the double distance between the magnets

Higher orbits (tf=i) set the condition:

L/x + E /E = n, n is an integer and E is the total ener-

gy after the first linac transit.

During the first linac transit, there is a phase compression

for those particles which have gained an energy close to the

maximum value at the linac exit. Both exit phase and maximum

energy depend on the linac field strength and the injection

energy (Fig. 2). At 5.7 MeV, the phase lag in the first orbit,

due to /J£1, is approximately 35 • With no special arrange-

ments in the first orbit, this phase lag, added to the exit

phase angle as shown in Fig, 2e, will yield a phase angle in
o

the neighbourhood of 50 at the second linac entry. If the

resonant condition at higher orbits should be maintained, E

will determine L so that the resonant phase engle cannot be

less than 50 , which will yield a poor resonant energy gain.

Calculations show that the actual length of the first orbit

is slightly shorter than that in an ideal machine without

fringing fields, but it nevertheless seems difficult to com-

pensate for this large phase lag.

The output energy of the microtron is to be continuously

variable over a wide energy range. When decreasing the linac

field strength to obtain this, the exit phase angle will

increase further (Fig, 2a-d), This effect, together with a

lower ft-value for the particles in the first orbit, means

that the resonant phase angle will increase. The magnet field

must be adjusted to fit the resonant energy gain, so the first

orbit will be displaced outwards from the common orbit, which

will cause technical problems.
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Ei'fprt of bunching of* the incident beam.

Therefore we have chosen to inject particles with an energy

of nt least some MeV into the microtron. Another feature of

this system is that it will be possible to select a suitable

energy spread of the injected beam, (See Sect. 1.2.1).

Wo have also examined another possible system in which the

first orbit length is adjustable (Sect. 1,2,2).



l'~*l i"j°S;ti0!] from a_pre-accelerator_.

Fig. 3 shows the injection system. It consists of an electron

gun EG, a bunching cavity BC, quadrupoles Q, a pre-accelerator

linac ("injection linac") IL and an inflector/energy-analyzing

magnet system, IM. SM are small steering magnets.

The electron gun is of the spherical-flow, convergent-beam

Pierce type. The cathode is made of LaB,-, heated by a re-

sistor pellet made of pyrolytic graphite. The gun is fed with

90 kV, 2 |is pulses from a line-type pulse modulator of common

design.

The buncher is a remotely tunable rectangular cavity, fed via

a directional coupler from the injection linac's RF source,

which during the present tests is a 2 MW magnetron (see below)<

An attenuator and a phase-shifter, both remotely variable, in

the buncher's feeding line provide means to set the best bunch

compression and phase at the linac entry. The drift length

between buncher and linac is 0,42 m and the energy spread

introduced by optimal bunching is appr. - 5 keV.

The injection linac is a side-coupled standing-wave n/2-mode

structure with 6 acceleration cavities ' ' . By kind help

from the RIT group under Prof. 0. Wernholm this linac has

been available for test operation at an early stage of this

project. Thus we have been able to measure the emittance and

energy resolution of the beam emerging from the linac. The

results indicate that the frequency instability of the magne-

tron is large enough to significantly enlarge both energy-

spread and emittance, beyond the limits imposed by the micro-

tron. It is mostly an economical decision whether the re-

sulting intensity loss should be accepted or the magnetron

be replaced by the more stable but much more expensive alter-

native with a low-power generator/klystron amplifier.

The inflection system is also energy-analyzing, following

Leboutet and Pinel, A variable slit at the middle of the

second magnet, where the dispersion is large, executes the

desired energy spread discrimination. The calculated energy

spread at the injection linac exit is seen in Fig, 4, If the

bonrn Is cut in the dispersion system to, for instance, - 50
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koV, the phase spread of the accepted particles will be

within 12°. The calculated energy spread after acceleration

in the microtron is then - 0.1 MeV at 100 MeV.

1.2.2 Reversed first orbit.

Another arrangement which would satisty rhe resonant con-

dition in the first orbit is shown in Fig. 5. The beam from

the electron gun is injected into the microtron linac via

a three-magnet system. After the first liiiac transit, the

electrons enter a displaced reversed field preceeding the

i80°bending magnet. With a proper distance between the dis-

placed reversed field and the pole-faces of the 180 bending

magnets, the electrons will be guided back to the common

orbit »hen returning from the 180 bending magnet. Because

of the symmetri properties of the linac, the particles are

then accelerated in the conventional way through the micro-

tron. With this method it will be possible to adjust the

length of the"first orbit", i.e. to adjust the phase lag

from the first linac exit to the second linac entry, by

moving the linac along its axis without interfering with the

resonant condition for the remaining acceleration.

Calculations were made with program MAX with a modified mag-

netic field distribution in the common orbit as seen in Fig. 6,

The focusing properties are unchanged. The orbits are found

to be slightly changed in position, the difference being k

mm for second orbit and the deviation decreasing for higher

orbits. The phase acceptance for particles entering the linac

after the first orbit would be -5 to 20 and the energy

acceptance 5*6 MeV to 5.9 MeV at a microtron endpoint energy

of 100 MeV.

The emittance from the microtron would be slightly larger' with

this method since particles not having the proper energy after

the first linac transit will be displaced when reentering the

common orbit* This dispersion is appr, 1,3 mm per 100 keV

energy deviation.
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Tho displaced reversed field in the common orbit could be

achieved with a small »eptum magnet. Then the beam should be

screened from external fields until it enters the main field.

It is important to realize that the screening must not disturb

the second orbit too much. Magnet field calculations were carried

out with program MAGNET (See App. 2), assuming a magnetic

equipotential surface of the reversed poles (Fig. ?). These

calculations show that the maximum deflecting angle of the

second orbit would be less than 0.1 mrad, which is quite

acceptable. These magnet calculations must, however, only be

taken as rough estimates, since MAGNET only can treat two-

dimensional fields, so some empirical work must be carried

out if this injection method is to be realized.

1-2

The two 180 bending magnets will recycle the beam under axial

focusing and resonant conditions. The mechanism of this has

been described in, for instance, Ref. 3»

Both these conditions will be achieved by introducing a

reversed field at the pole faces. The reversed field will

deflect the particles so that axial focusing will be achieved

when the particles enter the main fringing field '.

The design of one of the two 180 bending magnets is shown

in Fig. 8. From a REMKO (so-called "pure iron") quality casting,

cylindrical disks, five per magnet, were forged. These were

lathed with the highest possible precission to the proper

thickness and diameter. After spot-welding the disks together,

the U-shaped spaces for the pole-pieces, the main coils, and

the reversed-field pole yokes, were milled. The main pole-

pieces and the reversed-field poles were milled from bars of

the same steel quality. The reversed-field poles will be

bolted to the main yoke. The main pole-pieces will be kept

apart by the vacuum-chamber and fixed in position by non-

magnetic metal strips in the homogenizing gaps. By replacing

some of these strips by magnetic strips, a coarse empirical

adjustment of field inhomogenities can be made.For fine ad-

justments, conductors will be attached directly to the pole
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With this design, a minimum of stpol-to-steol joints will

intersect the magnetic flux lines.

The main coils are wound from 27 turns each of 10x10 mm

hollow copper glass-fiber isolated conductor, the reversed-

t'ield windings from 3<> turns each of 3 X5 mm air-cooled,

paper-isolated conductor. The maximum excitations are to-

tall)' 19 k-At per magnet, respectively.

The weight of each magnet is appr. 2.5 tons of steel and

0.10 ton of copper.

It is a great advantage if the magnetic flux density in the

magnet steel is nearly constant because if the permeability

is constant it is possible to change the magnitude of the

fields without changing their relative distributions. There-

fore we have dimensioned the reverse-field poles so that

they not will be severely saturated at the maximum excitation.

It may be claimed unwise for a small institute to manufacture

such big items as these magnets in its own workshop. The

alternative is obviously to have one of the companies with

experience in the manufacture of large magnets make them

according to a specified geometry. As far as large C-magnets

of conventional design are concerned, the latter alternative

is certainly to prefer, even when low cost is of vital im-

portance. For our microtron magnets, however, a considerable

amount of trial-and-error machining and arranging of correction

windings will be needed because of the uncertainty in the

calculations of the rather complicated field distribution.

This procedure, if carried through by an external industry,

would become very expensive.

Thus we decided to buy the steel forged and rolled a? close

as possible to the final dimensions of the various parts

from steel works, to buy the main coils from a specialized

manufacturer, and to have the magnet profile milled by a

mechanical industry. All other lathing, milling, mounting,

coil winding, and field measurement, will be done by the

institute's staff.



The field distribution has been calculated using a special

program, see App. A.2. The particle trajectories in this

field have been computed with another program, MAX/MAGNET,

see App. A.3.

The calculated field distribution is seen in Fig. 9b. The

value I J B x ds I is for focusing reasons limited both up-rev
wards and downwards. Tn order not to displace the first or-

bits too much, the pats lengths in the reversed field must

be small. Therefore magnet mirrors (Fig. 8) have been placed

close to the reversed field poles.

The focusing properties are illustrated in Fig. 9 at two

different reversed field strengths.

The axial focusing effect in the fringing fields will decrease

with particle energy. A defocusing effect, however, introduced

by an inwards the magnet increasing main field, may increase

with particle energy. Even a small mean gradient may cause

most of the beam to be lost at higher orbits (see Sect. 1.8.9).

Axial focusing may be achieved with an inwards the magnet

decreasing field, but for resonance reasons, this decrement

must be small.

Because of the small tolerance to this gradient, we intend

to build in homogenizing gaps and pole-face windings as

mentioned above, by the aid of which it will be possible to

adjust the magnetic field distribution at various saturation

levels in the magnet poles.

"\ ,k Acceleration

The acceleration linac is of the same type as the injection

linac. The number of accelerating cavities is 8. When de-

signing the linac we found it desirable to try a simpler
7 9 1O)manufacturing procedure than has been used elsewhere ' ' '.

Since the coupling cavities are essentially field-free in

this type of structure we decided to braze together only the

accelerating cavities whereas the coupling cavities have

bolt Joints, see Fig. 10, which also simplifies the tuning
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Fig. 10 a. Acceleration linac before mounting in its vacuum

chamber.

^%VS

Fig, 10 b. Section of the acceleration linac before brazing.



of the 1 iliac. The acceloratiiiR cavities were lathed in 0.02

mm steps according: to the theoretically optimal shape, using

an S mm diam. lathing steel. If performed with the necessary

precision, the method yields a surface of such a quality that

subsequent polishing creates no measurable improvement of the

Q-value.

The acceleration linac will be fed from a 5 ^ klystron, the

steering power of which will be taken from the injection li-

nac ' s HF source via a directional coupler, a variable atte-

nuator, and a variable phase shifter. Thus the adequate phase

relative to the phase of the injected bunches can be set.

With a 2 MW injection RF source the output current will be

limited by these 2 MW only at operation with less than 5 or

6 orbits; for higher output energies, the 5 MW source will

set the limit.

JL'ii

The focusing in the linacs is mainly adiabatic. One may expect

- stronger focusing if half instead a" complete end cells were

used in the linacs. It seemed however difficult to calculate the

fields in such half, asymmetric cavities with reasonable accu-

racy. Since it is possible to create sufficient focusing other-

wise, we have judged it safer to use complete accelerating

cells throughout in which case the focusing properties can be

predicted without too much uncertainty. See App. A.1.

In the vertical direction focusing is maintained with the re-

versed field at the faces of the 180 magnets, while for ho-

rizontal focusing a quadrupole doublet after the acceleration

linac will be used. Thus the focusing effect will be largest

for the first orbits, which is acceptable since the need for

focusing will decrease with the shrinking emittance in the

outer orbits.

Fig. 11 shows the phase space motion of a particle at a point

Just after the linac.

For the calculation of trajectories in the main magnets, see

App. A.3.
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Extiactiiif; tlio beam in the positive x-direction, i.e. away

from the lLnac in the direction of increasing orbit numbers,

is not favourable since this method either would require strong

deflecting magnets inside the vacuum chamber between the 1S0

magnets or would give a large, varying energy dispersion. By

extracting in the negative x-direction it is possible to ex-

tract any orbit from 3 to 19 (about 6-100 MeV), with the

following scheme:

In the orbit to be extracted, a small movable magnet will deflect

the beam such an angle that its x-coordinate will be the same

as that of the preceding orbit at entering the 1H() magnet at

the end of the straight section. The beam will then emerge

from the magnet on the outer side of the linac's axis vrith

such position and angle that space is allowed for a second

extraction magnet. This magnet, which has a modest field

strength, deflects the beam enough for it to escape the ii-

nac and RF hardware. See Fig. 12.

The focusing action of the 180 magnet on the last traversal

will be reduced due to the changed entry and exit angles. To

compensate for this effect a quadrupole doublet is placed af-

ter the second extraction magnet.

At the time when this report was being written we got infor-

mation of a proposed accelerator system in Mainz, consisting

of three cascade-coupled race-track microtrons . The pro-

posed method that should be used at the extraction in the last

microtron is very similar to the one described above.

— '2.

The emlttance and energy-spread of the extracted beam depend

strongly on the quality of the injected beam, A typical

setting of the energy discriminator in the injection line

will be - 6() keV at 5.7 MeV. The phase spread of the allowed

beam will then be appr, 12°, which is to be compared with

the phase acceptance of the microtron, about 30°, The calcu-
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Fig. 12, Detail of the microtron showing the extraction scheme.
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late-d r.tdial and axial omittarico of tho extrartod bonm at

10O MeV is nppr. '< tun mrid.

Tho rosistivp losses in tho acceleration cavity are about

0.8 MW . If wo consider the injected beam to be of such quality

that no electron? are lost during the acceleration, the ma-

ximum output current will be inversely proportional to the

output energy. With 5 MW input RF power this would yield a

maximum pulse current at 100 MeV of k2 mA, or appr. (»0 ̂ A

mean current with a duty-factor of 0.15 $• It is» however,

realistic to expect some beam loss during the acceleration

process.

Thus a fairly realistic estimate yields a maximum mean current

of '»5 - 5O ii A at 100 MeV and bO - 70 nA at 75 MeV. For the

first orbits, the maximum current will be limited by the in-

jection KF power and the quality of the injected beam to,say,

1OO 11 A. In case the injection linac were also driven by a 5

MW klystron, a more powerful -low-energy beam would be obtained.

_1_.8 Tolerance and alignment

To bo able to design the microtron's electrical and mechanical

components properly, it is necessary to have an idea about the

effects of various instabilities, mistunings, and misalignements.

In this section, the approaches we have used to solve these

problems and the obtained results will be described.

J.H.2 Electron_gun_voltage variation_

Any energy variation in the beam entering the injection linac

will result in an energy spread in the extracted beam. Thus

one has to make a compromise between the wish to keep the bunching

voltage small and the wish to minimize the drift length between

the bnnchor cavity and the linac entry. A gun voltage variation

will arid energy spread to that introduced by the bunching.

The latter is about - 5 keV (t 5.6 %, see Sect. 1.2), and the

gun voltage variations should be kept well below that value;

it should stay within, say, - 1 $, The existing pulse generator



can easily bo t T i mined to meet this requirement,

1.8.2 Gun emission variation

If" all microtron parameters are set to yield a maximum out-

put current for a pi von emission current, a change in the gun

emission will change the beam load in the linacs and, in the

case of the injection linac, will directly change the accele-

rating voltage resulting in a changed output energy distri-

bution. In the case of the acceleration linac the consequences

are more complicated, first, because the energy and phase of

the injected beam will be changed as well as its amplitude,

and second, because this will change the acceptance resulting

in beam loss which, in turn, will modify the original beam

load. These effects may, to some extent, eliminate the acce-

leration voltage change that would follow if the beam load wore

proportional to the gun emission. On the other hand, since the

acceleration linac's beam load consumes a relatively larger

portion of the incident power, this linac is more sensitive

to beam load variations than the injection linac.

To obtain a rough yet quantitative estimate of the permissible

emission variation, we use a simple equivalent circuit as

shown in Kig. 13.

CiU

Fig, 13» Simplified equivalent resonant circuit.

Here, E is the drive voltage

[>> is the coupling wave-guide/cavity

U is the accelerating voltage = U e^

U. is the beam load e.m.f.b
M = 1//LC
o '

Q = u> L/Ho o '
J, is the beam current

o * . k<«)•IJbl•.

The circuit equation is:



For simplicity, we assume that the beam load is purely resis-

tive, i.e. ¥ = 0, and at resonance we have:

o
For reference values E , U , I. we choose those for which no

o o bo
power is reflected, i.e.

P. = E2A/JR = P. + Pn = JU | (k(a>

i n o beam ' • " ' n r

and

fl = P. /P_
' in' Cu

yielding ^ p

/ ^ _ o . beam
(t>>o) = %Wo\ PCu

and we obtain

o 'o' i bo'

Now, if the incident power is constant, we obtain

1AUI Pin * PCu <Albi
iUol " " Pin + PCu ' l^ol

For the injection linac, P. «* 1.8 MW and Pn -»=0.7 MW,
in uu

and we find that a - 5.7 % beam load variation, and thereby

an emission variation of the same size, is permissible if a

- 2.5 $ energy spread can be accepted, the latter value

corresponding to about 50$ beam loss, according to the cal-

culated phase acceptance. If we apply the same argument to tlie

acceleration linac, bearing in mind the above-mentioned res-

trictions as to its validity, and with P, «s 5 MW and P~ ÄS

0,75 MW, we find that the emission can be allowed to vary

with - 3.k$) if a 50$ loss can be tolerated.

Beside the justifiability of the mentioned approximations,

the question arises whether a linac, especially one where

the beam load is not necessarily the same in all single ca-

vities, may be considered as a simple series resonance cir-

cuit like the one used here. Though indeed interesting, this

question would call for an examination of the problem far

beyond the frames of this work. Of more practical interest

is that experimental results obtained recently at the RIT

microtron do not seem to indicate that those tolerance cal-

culations are over-optimistic.



A - 3.^% omission variation may be caused by a - 2.3$ gun

voltage variation (which, according to Sect. 1.8.1., should

be made stabler than that), by a variation in the cathode

heating, or by evaporation or other phenomena in the cathode's

surface. If there isn't any stabilizing feed-back device in the

cathode/heater circuit, the latter may cause quite large e-

mission oscillations. The period of these, however, is nor-

mally long, enabling the operator to compensate for them by

adjusting the heating power. Furthermore, as time goes on

after pump-down, the oscillations tend to vanish.

2

A
'l>
+ 1

åE
E "

o

2

P

P.
an

in + P Cu

Å P i n
P i n

J.8.3. KF power variations_

For the injection linac, an incident-power variation will

change the accelerating voltage while the beam load can be

considered to be roughly constant. Using the results ob-

tained in Sect. 1.8.2 we then have:

SIT
- 1)

Tolerating a - 2.5$ energy spread (50% beam loss) as before,

we find that the injection linac's input power must not vary

by more than - 3»5$»

Like for emission variations, things are more involved in the

acceleration linac. If the drive power decreases, the acce-

lerating voltage will initially also decrease, according to

the above equation. This will however make the stable phase

interval smaller, enabling fewer electrons to be captured, i.e.,

the beam load decreases causing the gap voltage to rise again.

Similarly, a drive power increase will cause a smaller voltage

increase than the equation indicates. Thus, we have a dynamic

system where any change will cause oscillations, with a pe-

riod which is determined by the time constant of the PF sys-

tem and the transit time through all orbits, towards a new

equilibrium state. For a rough estimate, however, we regard

the beam load as constant and find with the above presumptions

that the acceleration linac's input powr must not vary by

more than - 2.9$.

If both linacs arc driven by klystron amplifiers, it should



not ho difficult to obtain a considerably more stable drive

than those 2.9$.

1 . H . •'(. Dr i vo_fre<juoncy_ variations

We assume that the beam current amplitude and phase relative

to the gap voltage, will not change if the drive frequency

changes. We also assume that the beam load e.m.f, varies with

the frequency in a simple resonant manner. We then have:

(ji +1)

o o o

Evaluating this, and introducing approximations based upon

the fact that f, is in the range from 1 to 7, and that uy/iov

is close to unity, we obtain:

o

For the two linacs, we have a comparatively high Q -value:

about 12000. For the injection linac, the optimal coupling

value is about 2.6, and for the acceleration linac it is

about 6.7. If the tolerance for accelerating voltage varia-

tions has the same relative value - 2.5$ for both linacs,

the injection linac will impose the tighter tolerance r e -

quirement as regards frequency variations, namely - 2,7 x 10 ,

or - 0.08 Mc/s, For the buncher cavity, with (i - 1, the

rt jirement AU/U é 1$ (see Sect, 1.8.1) would be met

at this frequency variation even if the Q -value were as

high as 3700, In fact, it does not exceed a few hundred,

2,8,2 Linac tuning_errors

The procedure of tuning the individual cavities of each

linac has been described in Refs. 5) and 7) and the con-

sequences of individual cavity tuning errors will not be

discussed here. The situation where the resonant frequency

of a linas as a whole deviates from the drive frequency

or from the frequency of the other linac is however of in-



terest since evacuation or thermal drift may change a care-

fully adjusted structure frequency substantially. The esti-

mate of the previous section indicates that the injection

linac should be set to within - 0,1 Mc/s from the drive fre-

quency, the acceleration linac to within - 0,2 Mc/s, If,

however, there is a permanent difference of tuning or if

such a difference is caused by a slow thermal drift there

is the possibility to reset other parameters accordingly.

In this case the tolerance will be a question of RF power

utilization rather than one of resonance condition ful-

fillment.

1.8.6 Correction magnets and_quadrupoles_field

instabilities

These fields execute only small beam corrections and small

variations in their magnitudes and hence not critical.

Standard power supplies, with a current regulation to

within about 1$, will do.

2.8.7 Injection system_alignment_

The injection system misalignment tolerance is determined

by the focusing limits in the microtron. According to our

calculations, the injection system should be mounted with

a precision in the range of 0.5 mm and 1 mrad. Small ad-

justments of the beam direction can be made with the mag-

nets of the inflector system (Fig, 3).

1.8.8 2^0 bending magnets alignments_

If the 180 -magnets' fronts are not parallel, a cumulative

error in the x-direction of the orbits will be induced.

Calculations using the MAX program show that the tolerance

to such an error is very tight; about - 0,05 mrad. As one

of the magnets must be moveable parallel to the x-axis, it

would be very difficult to correct the error with mechani-

cal means only. Therefore we have chosen to insert a wedge-

shaped magnet (that is, one that performs an equal-angle

correction of all orbits) in the straight section to be able

to correct small direction errors electrically (see Fig. 1,),
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The median planes of the two magnets must be parallel to within

1 mrad and a parallel displacement between the median planes

must be less than 1 mm, which easily can be attained.

-magnotsfieldhomogenity and stability

As mentioned in chapter 1.3» the homogenity of the main

field is important for focusing and resonant reasons.

Calculations show that the mean gradient on the top of the main

field (Fig. 9) must be 1.+1

Instability of the main field will increase the energy

spread of the exit beam. Therefore the field strength must
-hbe stable to 10 not to jeopardize the operation of the

pulse-stretcher.

2.8»20_Acceleration linac alignment

Misalignment of the acceleration linac will add a momentum

error perpendicular to the linac's nominal axis direction.

This will be corrected by the aid of small steering mag-

nets, see Fig. 1.
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The microtron will deliver short bursts of electrons, the

pulse duration not exceeding 2 JI s and a repetition rate of

750 p/s, yielding a duty-factor not better than 0.15$» In

order to increase this value, we have adopted the pulse-

stretcher concept; i.e. the electron burst is injected and

stored in a ring and then slowly extracted during the major

part of the interval preceeding the following microtron

pulse. For economical and spatial reasons, the circumference

of the pulse-stretcher must be kept small. This implies in-

jection over a rather large number of turns, with the closed

orbit being moved away from the injection septum during in-

jection. This will be accomplished by using a distorsion of

the closed orbit by means of three bump magnets with decreas-

ing strength during injection.

A resonant slow extraction process will be utilized. Due to

the parameters chosen for the ring, second order effects of

the particle motion in the bending magnets will give the do-

minant contribution to the nonlinear effects responsible for

the extraction.

The pulse-stretcher and its main parameters are shown in

Fig. 1^. Since the final design of the bending magnets will

need some empirical work, the magnets are only schematically

shown. As seen from Fig. 1^, the pulse-stretcher is a weak-

focusing machine with long straight sections. The long straight

sections are needed to provide space for the injection and

extraction devices. A strong-focusing (and more complicated)

machine would give the possibility to store a beam with larger

energy spread. This would not, however, be of any advantage

in our case, since energy sharpness, not high intensity, is

the most important quality of the beam delivered by the

pulse-stretcher.

The coordinate system used Is shown in Fig. 15. The notations

used in this work are the conventional ones and can be seen

in App. A.'*.
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Bump magnet
Extraction magnet
Extraction septum
Injection magnet
Injection septum
Magnet coil
Tuning quadrupole
Sextupole
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Main parameters

Magnet radius 1. m
Straight section length 1.77 m
Field index 0.3
Radial betatron frequency 1.31-1.33
Axial betatron frequency 0.78-0.73

Fig. ih. Schematic design of the pulse-stretcher.



The magnet structure (soon in I ig. l'l ) i.onsists ot torn

weak-focusing 90 bonding magnets, separated by long straight,

sections of equal length, tor economical and floor-space

reasons, wo have adopted a structure that is us simple as

possible but should still be able to satisfy our special de-

in a nris,

when choosing the magnet structure parameters, notice mu • f

be taken of the following points:

a) The moderate maximum energy of the beam from f)ii< m i r v n H "

permits a small circumference of the ring without, ton

large radiation losses as a consequence, The radiation

losses are f t von by :

h)

AE = 88.5 (keV/turn)

where E is the electron energy

f> is the dipolo magnet radius

At 1O0 MeV, the radiation losses are 0.26 MeV during the

time the electrons are spending in the ring.

The nuclear experiments that are to be carried out with

the ring will call for a low energy spread of the deli-

vered beam. There is hence no need to design a ring that

is able to house a beam of large energy spread and we have

chosen to energy-analyze the beam before it enters the

ring, only permitting a maximum energy spread of - 10

of the nominal energy.

At higher energies, a small energy spread of the delivered

beam may be impossible to maintain because of the ra-

diation losses.

It seems, however, possible to compensate the influence

of the energy drift on the experimental results by special

experimental arrangements, since the energy of the beam

i.s wo 11-rlef i nod at each particular moment.

The betatron oscillation frequencies should be far from

any harmful resonance (MOO Sect. 2,6) .

c) Long straight sections are needed to provide space lot

injection, tuning and extraction devices.



to
d) The li //i . ratio should be as small as possible,max m m

Small nonlinear ities in the magnet fields may excite

resonances of higher orders. As the beam dimensions

(and ;i ) ate largest in the focusing elements where non-

linearities mav be expected, a small Ö /ft . ratio
y max' m m

The

reduce the non-linear effects.

li functions are seen in Fig. 16. The ö /Ö . ratiomax' min
is 1.29 in the axial direction and 2.32 in the radial

d irection.

The pulse-stretcher is a non-separated function machine.

The bending magnets act both deflecting and focusing.

Since the tolerances for the tuning are very small, pole-

face windings are inserted in the bending magnets, giving

the possibility to adjust the field index value.

-.•2. inJ.°£ti°IL

The pulse length from the microtron which can be accepted by

the pulse-stretcher is expected to be appr. 1 u s. A 300 m

long pulse is hence to be injected into the pulse-stretcher,

which has an circumference of 13»^ m. This means a 23-turn

injec tion.

To keep the beam dimensions in the ring within reasonable

limits during a 23-turn injection the ring must be tuned away

from the extraction resonance.

Moreover, injection ought to take place where £J radial is

largest, (injection is performed in the radial direction).

This is, however, difficult to obtain since ö radial is

largest inside the bending magnets where the space for a

septum is scarce and the design of the septum would have to

depend of the magnet field distribution.

The injection inflector system (Fig, 1̂ ) consists of a septum

agnet followed by a 0.5 m long electrostatic septum with

b d i g rdiu f 1()
m

a bending radius of 1() m.

At the start of injection, the closed orbit is locally dis-

placed to r) mm inside the injection septum. This perturbation

of the closed orbit is accomplished by means of three bump

Fig 17 shows the situation in phase space. The per-



Fig. 15. Coordinate system of the pulse-stretcher,

Bv(m)

Bending
Magnet

S(m)

Fig. 16. /i functions of the pulse-stretcher.



tut bed closed ml.it is at first situated at O'. Particles

injected at this moment will l>c placed on the smallest cmi t t.-ii

co el I ipso shown in Fig. 17»

Vhon the field s 1 :ioiif;tlb of the hump magnets are decreased ,

tlio closed orbit Kill move along the line O'-O towards the

iiiijvrtiirliorl closed or!-it. Particles injected later vill hence

he situated on larger ernitfanco ellipses.

This moxement of the closed orhit will make electrons with

the proper initial conditions to escape the injection soptntn

and he trapped in the

This procedure will create the hollow beam necessary for

efficient extraction,. The closed orbit will he moved to 13 "';Ti

from the injection septum during the 1 ;is injection iutcrvfji .

This will f;ivc an emi ttancp area of 51Q ri111' mi" ad in the tin.';,

which is tVie largest possible value for efficient extraction.

Fig. 18 shows the influence of the injection septum in radial

phase space. At the azimuth S the injection septum will gi \ e

rise to a "shadow", which is indicated in Fig. 18b by the

shaded area in phase space. Particles within this area will ho

lost when hitting the septum. The injection channel is indi-

cated by the open diamond to the right in Fig. 18b. This dia-

mond is bounded by the distance between the electrodes anri

their lengths. For a more detailed doscussion of septum sha-

dows, see for instance Ref. ' .

Fig. 19 shows the calculated admittance area of the ring for

particles of different energies injected at the start

and end of the injection process. Septum shadows and second

order effects are included in the calculations. The septum

has a thickness of 0.2 nun and the bump magnet fields are

assumed to decrease exponentially.

As shown in Fig, 19» the acceptance area is appr. 7 Tim inrad.

The calculated remittance of the microtron is calculated to be

appr. 3 n"" tnrad at 100 MeV. At lower energies the rnicrotron

emiltanco area will increase. Therefore one should tavlor the

beam at lower energies before injection into the ring in or-

der to a\r>id radiation damage in the pul sp-s tre teller.
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Fig. 17. Injection method represented in phase space,



kk

Fig. 18. Injection septum shadow,



'45

.001

.001

X(mm)

Fig. 19. Admittances at the beginning (i) and end (2) of

tV.e Injection interval. The large ĉ 'amond represents

the inflector channel, & = Ap/po



The extraction process will ttike place at the radial reso-

nance i = V3« T n p betatron wave number is shifted from the
x '

injection value 1.30O5 towards h/"} by means of the pulsed

tuninp quadrupole seen in Fig. 1^. Second-order effects in

the ring will make the betatron frequency dependent on the

betatron oscillation amplitude. With a suitable arrangement,

it is therefore possible to bring particles with large os-

cillation amplitudes into resonance before particles with

small amplitudes.

The situation in phase space is seen in Fig. 20. As the

extraction works at a third resonance, particles in resonan-

ce will return to the same point in phase space every third

turn in the machine. These three points will define a triangle,

called the stability triangle. A particle outside the stabi-

lity triangle will be unstable and stride away along the

triangle separatrices with increasing steps, "pitches" ' .

After a number of turns, the unstable particle will reach a

thin extraction septum. Here the pitch ought to be at least

some mm if the particle shall have a fair chanse to escape the

septum and its shadow.

Particles inside the stability triangle will remain stable,

moving on distorted ellipses in phase space.

Ik)It can be shown that the stability triangle area is given

by

A . K (Al,*

where K is a constant

res
»' is the betatron frequency

and S is proportional to the magnitude of the second order

effects.

Thus the stability triangle area can be slowly decreased by

gradually tuning the ring towards the resonant value by means

of the tuning quadrupole.
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Fig. 20 a. The numbers indicate successive turns,

Fig. 20 b. Beginning (large triangle) and end (small triangle)

of the extraction interval.

Fig. 20. Schematic representation of stability triangles at

extraction.



When the resonance is passed, the stability triangle will be

inverted and increase in size (see Fig. 21). As the extraction

process will last owr- a large number of turns, particles on

small emittance ellipses may be retrapped and fail to be ex-

tracted. Then they may hit the injection septum during the

next injection causing unnecessary radiation. Therefore, a

hollow beam in radial phase space should be created during the

injection process as described in Sect. 2.3*

A v<0

A
V

Av>0

Fig. 21. Inversion of stability triangle.

From Fig. 20b it is seen that the x-value differs for particles

being extracted at the beginning and at the end of the extraction,

this value depending on the stability triangle size. This,

together with a pitch of some mm, will make the emittance of

the extracted beam rather large, in our case appr. 35 mm mrad. ,

A reduction of the emittance area is possible to achieve by

introducing higher order field components, but this seems to

be rather complicated.

Another method to reduce the extracted emittance area is to

decrease the emittance in the machine, but this will make it

difficult to utilize the multi-turn injection described above.

So far only particles of the nominal energy have been consi-

dered. At lower energies, the mean energy of the extracted

beam will vary in time because of two reasons: Both the beta-

tron frequency and the closed orbit location are energy de-

pendent /d_r _ dx . . o \

o

Particles with higher energy will have a lower betatron fre-

quency and will be moving on smaller emittance ellipses be-

cause their closed orbits will be closer to the injection



septum. Those particles will hence be extracted later than

particles with the nominal energy. At higher energies, this

will to some extent compensate the energy drift caused by ra-

diation losses.

The conventional way to obtain the non-linearities necessary

for the extraction is to introduce a suitable distribution of

sextupole magnets. These sextupoles are rather expensive items

with large apertures and they must be carefully designed to

minimize higher order derivatives of the magnet field.

The equation of motion for a particle in an ideal dipole magnet

without any second derivative will still contain terms of the

second order. These terms originate from the fact that the orbit

lengths are not equal to the length of the reference orbit at

finite oscillations. In our case, these second order terms play

an irnporteint role which can be seen from the following:

The extraction process is working at the fourth harmonic of a

third resonance (r = 4/3). In App. A.h it is shown that the
X i • 1

relevant term in the perturbed Hamiltonian is a. . x x
i+j=3, m=h.

Second order terms in the equation of motion will give rise

to terms of the third order in the Hamiltonian. Moreover, as

the ring structure consists of four equal elementary sections,

the effects of the third order terms in the Hamiltonian will

be distributed azimuthally to fit the term responsible for

the excitation of the resonance v = h/"}.
x

Calculations showed that these effects will give rise to sta-

bility triangles and pitches of suitable sizes. The sextupoles

shown in Fig, 1h will provide means to compensate perturbations

of the stability triangles due to misalignements and magnet

field errors.

Some computed stability triangles are shown in Fig. 22» Fig. 22a

shows a stability triangle with one stable particle inside the

triangle and one unstable striding away along the triangle

separatrices, Two stability triangles for particles at the

same moment in the extraction process but with different ener-

gies ( f> = -10 ) are shown in Fig. 22b and the stability
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triangles a( t ho l>ogi un i tip; and at tho end of the oxtiaction

tin- partirlos of the nominal • norgy arc shown in Fig. 22c.

All tho triangles aro shown at t hi- extraction septum n-/i ninth.

Tho calculated omittanco of tho extracted beam is appr. 33 mm

mrad at lower onor^irs (small radiation losses) and appr. '45 nun

mrad at 1<><) MoV. The emittance is at every moment appr. 12 mm

mrad, hut because of the x drift during extraction, the total

omittanvo will be increased. If needed, the total emittance

can bo considerably decreased with the aid of pulsed elements

in tho extraction channel.

rnethods

It is necessary to obtain a detailed knowledge of the particle

motion in the dipole magnets for the calculations of the in-

jection and extraction processes. This means that the linear

terms of the particle motion must be known with great accuracy

and higher order terms must be well-estimated.

The matrix used with elements up to second order for the radial

motion is shown in Table 1. It will be necessary to calculate

those elements from a measured field distribution.

x

Table 1.

Nadial transfer matrix

a21 a22 a2
0 0 1 0

a i6

25 a2
0 0

X

X

6

XX
•2

The particle tracing routine for the bending magnets in

program MAX (see App, A,3) can be used for this purpose. To

test the routine some particles wore traced in an ideal field

with no fringing fields and with the field index n = 0.3 and



thru the matrix elements were calculated. These elf-ments had

a relative deviation from the theoretical ones ' not larger

than 10 for the linear elements and 10 for the second or-

der elements. No higher order elements could be detected.

Then the matrix elements were calculated for particles traced

in the field distribution as shown in Fig. 23, n = 0.3» The

matrix elements are shown in Table 2.

, B(T)

0.5
i
1 1.5 S(m)

Fig. 23. Assumed azimuthal dipole field distribution.

Table 2

Radial matrix elements

(All values relative the bending radius)

213122

17852

=-0.809989

=0.213169

a =0.3*12

The p.'irt i r I c Ix-h.'i v i out c x i f f i r t i o n c o u l d h e t h e n c a l c u -



latori. ParticJes on different places in phase space were

followed during three turns in the ring. Particles returning

to their initial coordinates after three turns defined the sta-

bility triangle's. The pitch and a suitable extraction septum

position could then be calculated by following particles ini-

tially situated just outside the stability triangle.

2.6 Undosired resonance effects

A stability diagram is shown in Fig. 2h, where resonances up

to the fourth order are indicated. At injection v = 1.306

and r = 0.78 whereafter the tuning is changed by the aid of

the tuning quadrupolc. When the extraction starts, v = 1.331

and v = 0.7^ and r = 1.333, and v = 0.73 at the end of

the extraction.

As seen in Fig, 23, the operation point will pass the fourth

order resonances kv = 3 and 3 v - v = 1 .

In order to avoid beam losses at the resonance passages, it is

important to keep the octupole contributions as small as po-

ssible, since the octupole components are responsible for the

excitation of the fourth order resonances (see App, A.'+),

Octupole components may also jeopardize the extraction proccsii,

Nonresonant terms (n = n = m = o) in the perturbing Hamil-

tonian containing octupole components may cause a frequency

shift at larger oscillation amplitudes, causing particles un-

der extraction to Vie re-trapped into stable orbits.

In order to get an estimate of the octupole field strength,

calculations wore carried out with program MAGNET, using a pre-

liminary magnet configuration. The relative octupole strength
B • • '
v —31—x was found to be less than 2 m , which value at the

B (0)

extraction calculations was found to be of no importance.

After injection, the working point will pass the hv = 3 re-

sonance. Since this passage occurs during only a few number

of turns, it is not expected to cause any trouble if the oci.it-
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Fig. 24. Stability diagram of the pulse-stretcher.



pole components are reasonable small.

Moreover, the magnet structure of the ring does not fit a re-

sonance working at a third harmonic. If the re-onance -i i = ')

is to be ••\cited, the octupole componemts must he distributed

according to the relevant term in the perturbing Hami1 t on i an,

i.e. eos('5r + ,s ) , and this can be achieved only by a suitable

random variation of the field.

Vhen the extraction starts, ,• = 0.74- Th<- beam blou-up la?

calculated applying the averaging" method ~ 'and using the

calculated octupole field strength. The relative magnification

of the bean; in the axial direction wa s found to be 10 tit an

amplitude of 5 nun.

The 3 - i . = 1 resonance can be excited only if ?orne

is tilted, since the relevant term in the perturbing
/ / r

n i a n is p r o p o r t i o n a l to P. (o ) . A s s u m i n g a maximum t i l t
-1 X

10 - , the contribution / roiu this term is quite nef;l if.ib.l e ,

ii 1 to-

i
t

During the last dei.adV's work with large storaEC-rincs, theore-

tical aim lys is has shoun that there exists a number of me-

chanisms by which the action of a high-current beam on itself

may make t ho beam unstable, Such effects have been exper iiaeiitall\

demonstrated, for instance by the "brickwall" effect in the

CEK.V TSK . It is not obvious that the risk to obtain such

instabilities in our pulse-stretcher can be neglected.

The so-far known collective instability mechanisms are: inco-

herent and coherent space-charge v-shifts, and transverse

and longitudinal resist ivc-va.ll instabilities. The latter, the

longitudinal instability, vhich is caused by interaction bet-

ween the beam and surrounding resistive walls leading to expo-

nential growth of a longitudinal charge density fluctuation,

is of interest onb when the beam is fubject to KF acceleration

Jt will therefore not be further discussed here,

17)
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Kach off-axis particle in tho beam vill experience transverse

electrical and magnetic forces emanating from the beam itself

and from image sources which it will induce in nearby conduc-

tors or ferromagnetic components, such as vacuum chamber vails

and magnet polo faces. The forces will be locally enhanced if

the beam is not longitudinally uniform.

These collective forces will in general add to the forces

exerted by the ring magnets, and thus change the t -value

(betatron wave number) of the ring. Therefore, for a given

low-current value of i , the distance to the nearest lower reso-

nant i -value will determine the limit of the circulating cur-

.1»)rent. Laslett has calculated the space-charge limit to be

4
B(r-1) ~ g B(r"-i)(a+h)b

HCT'C , the beam cross-section is assumed to be elliptical with

tho radial semi-major axis = a, and the axial semi-minor

axis = b, N = total number of particles,
„ . , . • average charge density ,B = bunching factor = . ". ", i ==* 1peak charge density

h = vertical half-distance between the vacuum chamber walls

g = vertical, half-distance between the magnet poles

f = electrostatic image coefficient, depending on the spe-

cific geometry of the vacuum chamber

t o = magnetos tatic image coefficient, depending on the spe-

cific geometry of the pole faces

r = e~/m c -1= classical electron radius = 2.82 * 10 J cm

R = mean ring radius

c = low-current axial betatron frequency
o

c = nearest lower resonant betatron frequency

Y = (1 - / ^ ) ' 2

Since at large y (the pulse-stretcher will not be operated

below about 10 MeV, with y - 19.6) the limit will be set by

the influence of image fields, with chamber and magnet di-

mensions being the relevant parameters, Laslett has calcu-



la tod tim imago copfficictits with the assumption that the

Linage tie Ids lie induced by a line charge beam. As Month and
19)Gluckstorn have pointed out, a horizontal spread of the

beam will decrease the space-charge image r-shift. For an

estimate, however, we would rather be on the safe side and

we choose the maximum values according to Laslett for *1 and

t ,,, which corresponds to the vacuum chamber effectively being

two horizontal plane-parallel conducting surfaces and the

magnet poles being also plane-parallel, respectively.

We then have

Since a, b, g, and h are of the same order of magnitude, the

term which depends on beam dimensions can be neglected; in

other words, only the image forces are important at high ener-

gies. We thus obtain

1 0 1 3 • V
y

- v2)

NT =
R (0.5/h2 + 1/g2)

The chosen values of the ring parameters are:

R = 213 cm

h = 2 cm

g = 3 cm

The lowest value of r will be 0.73» which makes r = 2/3.
Y ° 11 Y

At 10 MeV we then have N = 5. ' 10 .

The ring will not be operated below 10 MeV. At this energy

the maximum pulse current from the microtron is expected to

be about 70 mA. Due to its energy spread at 10 MeV, only about

1 mA of the beam can be used in the pulse-stretcher; the rest

will have to be dumped in an analyzer/discriminator system.

Furthermore, only a 1 usec pulse will be injected. The total

number of particles in the ring at 10 MeV will therefore be

6 • 10 , corresponding to a circulating current of 20 mA.

At 100 MeV, N = 5. ' 1 0 1 2 will bring the beam to the 2/3-reso-

nance. At this energy, the microtron will produce about 30 mA,

and since both tho emittance and the relative energy spread

are smaller than at lower energies, about 15 mA will bo accepted

by tho ring. With a 1 psec pulse injection there will at most

bo 1 • K) } electrons in the ring or 3^0 mA circulating current.

Thus, tho ring is safe in this respect.



~ • 7 •.-'Coherent

IT there is a transverse displacement of the beam as a whole,

the equation of motion will be modified by forces due to the

presence of conducting and ferromagnetic surfaces, resulting
18)

in a r-shift in analogy with Sect. 2.7.1. Laslett

lated the space-charge limit to be:

has calcu-

X = 7T r R
o

i ""> "7 ̂  1

;,('• h'

Here, the electrostatic image coefficient £ decreases from

,i~/i6 for plane-parallel conducting surfaces to 0.5 f° r a

2 .
circular boundary. For an estimate, we choose £ = K / 1 6 .

2

The magnetostatic image coefficient £„ is K /i6 for plane-

parallel poles and changes very little if there is a small

magnetic field gradient. As for the other parameters, see

Sect. 2.7.1. we obtain:
2

X = 9 • 10
12

/ 2
y\v - i-
' V

R(i/h2
 + 1/g2)

If che beam position is flopping rapidly on successive revo-

lutions the condition will be less severe by a factor of up

to 2 • y2.

As a paranthesis, it is interesting to apply the complete

Laslett equation (2.7.2.1) to the parameters of the Lund 1.2

GeV synchrotron, where what has loosely been called a satu-

ration effect has been observed; i.e., there is a limit

beyond which further increase of the injected current will

not result in increased circulating current. The Laslett equ-

ation yields a maximum unbunched current of 80 mA, whereas the

maximum achieved bunched current is 55 mA, The difference may

well be explained by losses at the turn-on of RF power.

Applying the above equation we find that the space-charge li-
11 12

mit in the pulse-stretcher is 2 • 10 at 10 MeV and 2 • 10

at 100 MeV. This is only a little closer to the maximum ob-

tainable current densities than the limits imposed by inco-

herent space-charge i;-shift according to the previous section.



The safety margin seoins comforting, but due to the amount of

uncertainties and approximations involved in this analysis it

is not out of the question that beam loss caused by this me-

chanism may actually occur if all the acceptable fraction of

the microtron's maximum current were really injected into the

pulse-stretcher. An extra safety margin, however, is repre-

sented by the fact that the planned experiments will not by

several orders of magnitude be able to utilize the maximum

beam current of the pulse-stretcher,

~.7«3 Transverseresistivewall instability

To investigate the resistive wall effect, we have used the

theory developed by Laslett, Neal, and Sessler" '.

In the following introductory explanation, we are to a large
20)

extent simply quoting Ref. , A beam of particles with an-

gular-circulation frequency o> executing coherent vertical

oscillations generates travelling waves with angular fre-

quency <» - (n - r ) to , where n is an integer and v is the num-

ber of betatron wavelengths per revolution. In the presence

of resistive walls, the fields associated with the wave ha-

ving <i> = (n - r )o> exert a force on the beam which has a com-

ponent in phase with the coherent vertical velocity and may

lead to an exponentially growing transverse oscillation of

the beam. The wave with u> - (n + v )<» has a component 180

out of phase and leads to exponentially-damped vertical os-

cillations ,

The analysis is given for a beam with uniform density in the

azimuthal direction. The perturbation considered is a small

vertical displacement of the beam of the form exp | i(nS - «>t)J ,

where 9 is the azimuthal angle.

The theory shows that for a beam of particles all having the

same values of r and o> , finite conductivity always leads to

instability. The characteristic growth time is a function of

the geometry, the wall conductivity and the number of particles

in the beam. The instability is suppressed if the particles

have a sufficient spread in their values of v and/or <» .
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Fig. .'.'5. Assumed geometry.

In our case, wo have limited the calculations to the following

si tuation:

1. Tho vacuum chamber has a rectangular cross section of

height h and width w. The side walls are assumed to have

infinite conductivity; the top and bottom surfaces have

the conductivity of stainless steel. See Figure 25.

2. The current density j and charge density c in the un-
s

perturbed beam are assumed to be

= v • c

XG(X)/T

O ; | y I > T /Z

where v is the s direction velocity common to all particles

and

cos

G(x) =
O I > A / O

where x = w/2. See Figure 25 •

With the assumption of no spread in v and u> and n <<- R/'w

cind R/h t where R is the ring's mean radius, the above geo-

metry will give a characteristic growth-time of the insta-

bility =

= T =
O

Here, i

V

r

3r (n-r

2nr NR c w h

= axial betatron wave-number

o
= the classical electron radius = 2,82x10

m co cm

= total number of particles in the beam
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IT = conductivity of the wall surface material

jr ( — , T-) ;>. function which is given as a graph in Kef. 20,

To stabilize the coherent motion, it is necessary to have a

certain spread in S = (n-r )0. where C - <>> + k W with k aL y o o o

parameter characteristic of the machine and W = 2n;(Pft-P ) =

2 n x the deviation in angular momentum from the average

value. The criterion becomes AS > |U I + V , where

• Nc c , . , . 2i"li wi
o f 1 rr /h ^ h ^ <7- /h Av2 ri lw ' h ; " 2 T

 +
 !i2R2 ^ 2 lw f h

Here, J?̂" (— , =•) and _r̂  (— , j-) are functions given as graphs in

Wef. 19.

The necessary spread in S can either occur in the ring design

or be built into the design:

y c> E 6 E ' ' y" v 2 , 2 4

o a Ja
where E = particle energy

a = amplitude of axial betatron oscillation

In our preliminary design, the parameter values are as follows:

,- = 0.78*0.73

h = k cm

R = 213 cm

1 — 1
('> — 14.1 • 10 sec
o

o - 10 set (stainless steel)

w = 8 cm

h = '). ' cm

T = 1 cm

Ty = 1.7

% = 1.0

Tr, = 0.8



< • > ' }

TI) i s v i e1 ds T = 1 .72 • K ) ' • r . ( n - r . ) a • V />•, w h i c h a t t a i n s

its minimum value fot' n = 1, r = 0.7H.

q
At 1O MeV, X £ () • 1() , yielding T ^

1 1 ' ' o

At TOO MeV, X <= Q • 10 ', yielding T ^

680 usec

usec.

These results are pessimistic, first, because the linear

decrease in X with time has not been considered. However,

since the storage time is of the order of 1 msec, severe

beam loss could occur if there were no spread in revolution

frequency and betatron wave-number. The criterion for stability

bee omes

^S > \V | + V «. 1730 + 930 = 266O at 10 MeV, and 10 + 1^00 =

1'tiO at 100 MeV.

, o
For a spread only as Aryia", i.e. a non-linear perturbation,

we would need

f>v

A a'

O AC

* Aa~ = ^ = 2 10~ and TO'5, respectively,

which is orders of magnitude smaller than what will occur in

the design. Also, the calculated least energy spread of 0.2̂ >

s rise to a spread

AS = ^ = (11-ry) 10

at 1O MeV and 2 • 1 ()' at 100 MeV, which thus alone is ample

to suppress the resistive wall oscillation.
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Ln t ho pil 1 .so-s tro tchor, Imam lodyns vill occur mainly during

the inject ion process. Assuming the injection efficiency to

exceed r>0%, we anticipate that the beam power dissipated at

beam impact on the injection septum will be below 1 kW. Only

part of this power will heat the septum; a larger part, pro-

bahly, will heat more massive constructional steel details in

the vicinity of the septum. The remaining beam loss power will

produce radiation; in fact, experimental back-ground and

health hazards should be more intricate problems than disposal

of heat from the injection septum.

The arguments are analogous for the extraction septum; in that

case, however, the dissipated power will be only about r)0 W.

In the case of the race-track microtron, such electrons, which

cannot be stably accelerated, will to a large extent be dece-

lerated (thus giving energy back to the accelerating field)

to unhannful energies before the ultimate impact. Some electrons,

though, will hit the linac or other parts of the structure

with considerable energy. The most exposed parts will be the

linac entry and stainless-steel bellows connecting different

parts of the vacuum chamber. The linac is made of th i ck-wa 1 1 <-<\

copper' and is hence a good heat-conductor: it is also water-

cooled. The transport of local heat from the bellows is less

efficient. On the other hand, the bellows are less sensitive

to high temperatures.

High temperatures due to beam impact will, finally, increase

the out-gassing rate of the vacuum system. Jor a well-designed,

well-cleaned, all-metallic system maintaining a satisfactory

vacuum seems to present no difficulties, llccauso of the gamma

radiation produced it is important to avoid organic vacuum

seals, insulators etc. as far as possible.

Thus, according to our estimates, beam losses will call for

thourough consideration in designing the radiation shielding

but are not believed to prevent successful operation of the

accelerator system.



'!..'„' Vacuum requirements

To make the influence of scattering of electrons by rest

gas molecules tolerable a requirement for maximum pressure

uill be imposed on the pulse-stretcher design.

Elastic scattering

Let us assume that the donut aperture will accept a deviation

i = 1 mrad. The cross section integrated over scattering angles

exceeding r is

o s in —

Kor E = 10 MeV, which is the antecipated smallest energy at

which the pulse-stretcher will be operated, we get a = 3 •'* 10
-20

Then, the decrease, of intensity due to elastic scattering, is

descr i lied by

-\'i;ct
i = i e

o

ulierc c t is the fl ight distance 4 U • 1o' cm. If we accept a

Toss of ~\<fa, we have

N ^
O.O1
</ct

1 o 3 -13 3
) atoms/cm = 1.8 • 10 J g/cm ,

(••liial to a pressure of 1.2 * 1O ' inni Wp,, a value that should

lir relatively easy to attain, [f the pressure should rise with

a* much as one order of magnitude, the loss would still be

Ifss than 1<>̂ .

Inelastic scattering

At 1O MoV operation of the pulse-stretcher, the total energy
2

loss due to inelastic scattering is 2.159 MeV • cm /g. With
_7

i he desired vacuum of 1.2 * 10 mm Hg according to the above,
v.e have 7 • •'- * 10 g/cin~ yielding an energy loss of 16 oV,

v.liich is approximately the same value as the maximum energy of

the synchrotron radiation quanta at 100 MeV operation. This

fluctuation can cause no beam loss. Even at 10 mm Hg, the

< f'fect of inelastic scattering is negligible.
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A ] > p ( i! i\ i \ A . I i 1 1 . i ' ion

• The particip trajectories in the lina.es wore calculated with

three . I i ITere n 1 pr o(-i .-, ;:is , RC riv'ACK /I 1 XAC , MAX/l.lNAC and IN.I.

'l'ho RClRACh |iro[;i-;iii!, which is truly tracing in the sense

that it intervales the equation*- of motion numerically with

tho i 11 c i omen 1 boiti,0. siirrc^sivcl.y halxod until tho d i ff o r c m o

lictv.ceii the results of tv.o success i\e iiitoprat ion.« is loss than

any f'orosa 1 ec f ed value, i>;is used to traco particles? during;

1'lie first 1 i nac transit whon e.\,iiii.iiiiiî  the focusing propci -

t i o s .

A.s it was important to obtain f;ood s t a t i s t i c s , i.e. ti'nring

a lar^o linnlici' of particles , in t lie calculations of pner^y

spread, j-haso acceptance, and otnittnnco of tfie ir.icrotron, it

was desirahlo to have faster programs than RCTRAi K.

I'or the discussion in Sect. 1,2 concerning the firs'*" o r b i t ,

a fyront nuniher oj' first 1 inac Transits i.as calculator! for

particles traveling o)i the linac's axis ( IN J) . Tho field

distribution-- used wore obtained from the program C'KOSC .

At higher elf ctrmi ono7-fries ( > 3 M o V ) , /J is a slow varying

parameter and the trajectories form small angles to the a x i s .

Thcioforo, a transfer function of ,5 , the distance from the

lina c a x i s , 1 Tie field amplitude, and tho phase can be e v a l u -

ated in a basically analytical manner find was employed to

calculate the action of each half cavity on the t r a j e c t o r i e s .

On this has i-, the M A X / ' L 1 \ A C pro/'.ram was developed.

The field distributions wore also hero obtained from f'

IJuo to tho symmetrical and anti-symmetrical character o*~ t

fie1d c o m p o n e n t s , these could he expanded in a cylindrical

(r, ", z) coordinate system:

K r=i: r(t) i M. (i ) sin(.,../)

E z = K z ( t ) I A. (r) cos(<"./.)

h(r-U,,(t) 1. C. (T•) co^(....



\\here '". = —•— , 1. is the length of a cavity.

I'or tho mot ton wo have:

p(t) = p(o) + _\p(t)

:\r(t) = .Pf( t')dt'

o

Starting by calcnla t ing tho change in energy over half a

cavity, wo havet

L/2 L/2

AW = ^

= '1

E dx =
x

r A. cos (o). x) sin' (ax )dx =

- cos

A.
i

kli"
o» i

where i = -̂ —; , i.e. (ax + 6 ) is the phase angle as a function

.if tho particle's longitudinal position.

o

Tho denominators in tho sums are appr. equal to i~-1/4 with

increasing accuracy as i increases. For a 5 M«V electron, the

error is less thaw O.Ob^é in the i=1 term. Therefore, the sum-

mations wore performed for all terms from i=1 to r)0 using this

approximation, once and for all. The 1=0 term is treated

separately and is fid justed for /j variations:

A.
i

1 = 0
o

i "-

Z - h l> ~ A
50

+ y
A.

i2-
hi'r

Tlie Fourier coefficients are depending on the distance to the

linac axis. 17 sums and zeroths terms were calculated and sto-

red in an array. At the electron energies considered, the tra-

jectory angles to the linac axis are small and slowly varying

and since the focusing is as strongest in the middle of the

half cavity, tho radial position there was extrapolated for

tho entering electron and the proper Fourier expansion was

interpolated from tho stored array.

In order to t>o able to calculate ^r , one has to make an es-

timato of the average mass. Since ni (t) will change little



over hall" a cavity anrl t ho tr.-ijoctory anglrs to the axis are

smnl 1 , wo have simply put m(t) = n|*/\m/2 when calculating the

radial displacement. We have also assumed the change of di-

rection to occur abruptly in tho centi-r of the half cavity,

where the forces perpindicular to the axis are largest.

The complete expressions for Ar

lArl =

+ sin A

[sin (a 5- *«)(-22 -

and Ar are then:

S,

Bl
••Ml»

O

+ cos

wh o r o

(W+AW/2)

fr •* )( /is,

30 i Fl

i**-0.25

[K sin 6 (S
r

) - cos (/IS.

30

1=1
- Ufi" C

i~-0.23 o

50

= T

50
SH'» =B° 2

1=1 1-0.25

50

V
50

B3 1=1 (i2-0.25)2

'E k
T

50
= T

i B

1=1 (i2-0.25)2

50
= r
1=1

(1+0.25) <

(l2-o.25)
2

B - 0o

The errors are apparently due to the following approximations:

(l) (i is considered to be constant In one half cavity at a

time. This causes, however, a very small error since /$ is

a slowly varying quantity abovo 5 MeV, i.e., the npproxi-



mation is voiy closo in the acceleration linac,

(ii) The direction of Ar has to be estimated. As the tra-

jectories form small angles to the axis and the action

of the forces is dominant about the center of the half

cavity at normal phase angles, this estimate can be done

with small uncertainty.

Besides being fast, the MAX/LINAC program has the advan-

tage of not having the numerical uncertainty which is

hard to avoid in a program that integrates in a large

number of small successive steps. The disadvantage is of

course that it cannot be used for low energy calculations.

V

é

$



Appendix A.2 Magnet field calculations

The magnet fields in the i8O bending magnets were calculated

with the program MAGNET, made by C Iselin, CERN, and slightly

changed by M Sedlacek, RIT.

MAGNET computes the magnetic potentials in two dimensions at

points forming a mesh net. Two mesh nets are used, one in the

air region and one in the iron region.

When computing the magnet field in a certain mesh point, a

linear variation of the potential between the neighbouring

mesh points (which is constant in the whole region) must be

chosen according to the variations of the magnet field to

achieve accurate field values.

For memory space and computing time reasons, the mesh net in

the air region of the 180 bending magnets could not be chosen

fine enough since the air region is rather large and the field

is rapidly changing in the neighbourhood of the reversed poles.

Therefore, another program, MAGNETB, made by M Sedlacek, was

used.

MAGNETB expands the potentials given by MAGNET in a smaller

region around the median plane in a finer mesh net, and after

that the magnet field is computed in the same way as with the

MAGNET program.

Since MAGNET can only treat one air and one iron region, the

magnet mirrors were introduced as equipotential boundaries.

Potential differences due to the reluctance in the mirrors

were thus neglected. Since the mirrors were dimensioned

according to the entering flux, these effects were assumed

to be small.
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Appendix A.3 Particle tracing in the 18O bending magnets

A particle tracing program was developed to give fast tracing

calculations in the 180 bending magnets. The magnet fields

used were calculated with the MAGNET and MAGNETS programs

(see App. A.2).

This tracing program is working with small rotations of the

particle motion. First the mean field during a small step is

extrapolated and then the direction of the force acting on

the particle at the beginning of this step and the bending

radius of the particle motion are calculated. Then the motion

of the particle is approximated by a small rotation in a plane

spanned by the force and the initial velocity of the particle.

Knowing the final coordinates of this rotation, an interpolated

field value is used for a counted rotation. If the difference

of the two rotations is small enough, the last rotation is

accepted, in other case the step size is decreased. The step

size is also determined by the variation of the magnet field

during the rotation and the particle energy.

In this way fast particle tracings could be achieved with a

suitable precission. The conditions determining the step

size were set to give a maximum directional error of 10 mrad

after one magnet transit.
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Appendix A.'< P/ivtic-io dynamics

Nonlinear pffpcts are essential for the extraction process.

The theory of nonlinear betatron oscillations is described

in detail in, for instance, Kef. * '" '. In order to ex-

plain some of the special features of the ring, a brief dis-

cussion of both linear and nonlinear betatron oscillations

is given below.

The coordinate system is seen in Fig. i5.

All distances are measured relative to the bending radius R.

In the two-dimensional case (B = o) , the components of the

magnet field vill satisfy Cauchy-Riemann1s conditions and the

field may be expanded as an analytical function about the?

reference orbit:
2

= B(0) + o>B'(o) + £ L . B "
where

dBw= x + iy, B = B + IB and D' = -r— etc.' ' y x dx

If the difference between the trajectory length and the re-

ference orbit length is neglected, the equation.* of motion

can be written:

R
V = B (o) x

y

The field expansions substituted into the equations of motion

will then yield the Hamiltonian of the particles:

,1H

(1) where HQ = x 2 + * 2 - 2 ' (O)xy • k y
2 y2 + y2)

with k = /1-n, k = /n, n = - £- B ' (o)

i n 3 4 °
and H1 = g- He yp B"(o) + ^ B"' (o) + ...

o

In our case B (o) = 0, which means, if H is assumed to be

a small quantity, that the approximate solutions to (i) may

be written:

x = A cos (k s + b )
(2) X x X

y = Ay cos (kys + S y)



or with the matrix formalism (iu, for instance, the radial

diroc t ion):

cos

-k sin (k s) cos (kxs)

For a straight snrtion of length 1, the matrix reduces to

1 1

0 1

In a periodic system, consisting or" elementary sections,

the transfer matrix may be written in the general form

cos ii + a sin ft
&
R sin*'

(i-f-o
sin u - a sin f i

Here, a and /5 are functions of the angular coordinate and

define an ellipse describing the motion in the x,x phase

space for a particular angular position. See Fig. 26.

The equation of the ellipse is

(1+ o2)R 2 _ . A . 2
" /? X + 2 X* + R *i = £

Thus j3 is proportional to the maximum displacement at a

particular angular position and, hence, is a measure of the

beam profile.

Another important value is

v =
2.TL

tvhere L is the elementary section length and L the circum-

ference of the system,

v is called the betatron oscillation frequency, describing

the number of oscillations around the equilibrium orbit pet-

revolution.

The general expression for the perturbing Hamiltonian with

higher order effects included can bo written:

( H
1

(m=ijklm

where I, j, k, 1, m are position integers and <~ =



In the approximate solution (2), k and k depend on 9, but
x y

in oi'der to simplify the discussion, k and k are hereafter
x y

assumed to be constant and equal to the betatron

Let us consider one term in H :

e = aijklm
 x± *J y k y1 cos (»e « * )

After substitution of the approximate solutions and transfor-

ming the trigonometric products to sums, g can be written

as a sum of terms of the following kind:
g1 = a1 cos (f9 +«•)n nx y
(3) where n n = N (The order of the resonance),

N = i + j + k + l , i + j + k + 1 - 2 , ...

f = n k i n k * mx x y y

If f is large compared to 2n/N , (N being the number of
t t

turns the particle is spending in the neighbourhood of the

resonance), g' will oscillate rapidly and its mean contri-

bution to the perturbing Hamiltonian will vanish.

If f is small, however, the perturbing Hamiltonian may

influence the particle movement during a large number of

turns and may drastically change its motion.

As seen from (1) and (3), different terms in the field ex-

pansion will excite different resonances. A resonance of

the N:th order will be excited by a suitable distribution

of N:th order field derivatives,

H may also contain nonresonant terms (n =n =m=o), which
x y

will make the betatron frequency dependent on the oscilla-

tion amplitude. Therefore a particle at resonance may escape

the resonance when the oscillation amplitude increases.

Therefore, resonances of higher order than the fourth are

seldom dangerous, since the bandwidth of a resonance decreases

when the order of the resonance increases.

Coupled resonances may be or two kinds: Sum resonances where

m, and difference resonances where n k - n k
x x y y

n k + n kx+x y y

s • mi At sum resonances, the oscillation amplitude may increase

infinitely, while at defference resonances the total oscilla-

tion energy Is preserved. In our case, even the difference

resonances may be harmful, since; tho focusing in the axial Hi-
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roc tion is much weaker than in the radial direction.

Fig. 26. Emittance ellipse.
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